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Direct object omission is a general occurrence, observed in varying degrees
across the world’s languages. The expression of verbal transitivity in small
children begins with regular uses of verbs without their object, even where
object omissions are illicit in the ambient language. Grounded in generative
grammar and learnability theory, this book presents a comprehensive view of
experimental approaches to object acquisition, and is the first to examine how
children rely on lexical, structural and pragmatic components to unravel the
system. The results presented lead to the hypothesis that missing objects in
child language should not be seen as a deficit but as a continuous process of
knowledge integration. The book argues for a newmodel of how this aspect of
grammar is innately represented from birth. Ideal reading for advanced
students and researchers in language acquisition and syntactic theory, the
book’s opening and closing chapters are also suitable for nonspecialist
readers.
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Foreword

This is an absolutely marvelous book full of delightful insights into what may
be the favorite topic of linguistics, interpreting invisible constituents, in this
case, missing objects. Its greatest value, though, lies in its demonstration of
how to reason simultaneously across all the domains of linguistics: theory,
acquisition, experimentation, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, learning theory
and cognition. This is not simple virtuosity, but an important method which will
characterize – or fail to characterize – future work in linguistics. In particular,
the authors show that a variety of syntactic options for null objects co-vary with
subtle pragmatic options, which, in turn interact with a child’s growing lexicon.
In contrast, the tradition in acquisition work has been to treat linguistic theory –
syntax for instance – as fixed, then look at its acquisition consequences rather
than attempting to allow a variety of insecure theoretical claims to co-exist with
a variety of insecure acquisition claims, and then reason about the details of
each with an eye on the other. It is important that we all feel empowered to
reason across different domains, notations, methodologies, even though we
cannot command equal expertise in them all. This should lead everyone tomore
sophisticated collaborations.
Where do languages divide on null objects? One division is the hot/cool

distinction articulated by Huang (1982). He observed that “hot” languages (for
instance, many Asian languages) allowed more direct reference to context,
which can sometimes cross over into L2. Once a visitor from Japan came and
offered me a gift and said, “Let me give you!” and handed the gift to me.
In English, it is simply impossible not to express the contextually superfluous
“this” (let me give you this). A child must make a parametric decision between
hot and cool languages. This book is aimed at the subtler null object that
differentiates a language like Portuguese from English, where a null pro (a
DP) allows reference to context. In English, a null object is possible, in general,
with nonreferential objects only, as in I like to cook. The core of the authors’
analysis is that there is a universal Transitivity Requirement (TR) carried by all
verbs, even seemingly intransitive ones. A transitivity requirement means,
essentially, that a grammatical object (a Theme) is automatically projected.

xi
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Since it does not follow from syntax narrowly conceived of as Merge, the TR
seems to refer to a so-called Third Factor effect: the cognitive complexity of
transitive verbs, which involve Agents, intentions and responsibility (John hit

Bill).
I think that this approach may be couched in a stronger UG claim, what I call

“Strict Interfaces” (Roeper 2014). This is essentially a version of what Rizzi
(2016)1 has recently called “broad UG” keeping the critical notion of cross-
modular innateness in grammar. Chomsky (pc) likewise agrees that the inter-
faces are themselves subject to strong innate constraints. The concept of Strict
Interfaces seeks to represent how various factors are expressed – or distorted –
at the point of an innate interface. Biology is full of strict interfaces: hand-eye
coordination is clearly innate and involves a notion of three-dimensionality in
vision that is mapped onto an implicit three-dimensional map carried by the
organization of muscles, so that we can effortlessly reach for what we see.
In the same vein, the authors argue that verbs are “intrinsically combinative”
toward delivering a transitive reading. That is another way to say that there is an
innate strict interface between pieces of grammar and their connection to other
parts of mind, namely the notion of Events that carry Agent-Verb-Theme
information. Strict Interfaces have consequences: both the notions of Agent
and Theme (or grammatical object) create an impure reflection of cognition at
the point of contact with grammar.
Let’s examine the notion “Agent” as it maps separately onto the lexicon,

syntax and morphology. A word like cook is an Agent, linked to notions of
intentionality, skill and responsibility. It is probably closest to the cognitive
notion. The –er affix carries Agent if the verb has it as one of its thematic roles:
hitter, runner. However, in the sentence John is the receiver of terrible insults,
John is the grammatical Agent for receive just as it is for hit, but it does not
carry most of what agency means intuitively, instead the receiver is cognitively
the object of insults. Here, the interface causes a fairly radical alteration. From
another angle, in the sentence John was widely admired, there is an implicit
Agent, which is interpreted as generic or implying ignorance, but its implicit
status alters its meaning: intentionality is not entailed or is at least downgraded.
Similarly, the meat was cooked has an implicit Agent that seems different from
the Agent in cook. The connection to cognition is present, but it is limited by the
demands of an efficient interface. Thus, each projection through the interface
narrows the cognitive content. Similarly, the TR constraint both restricts and

1
“A broad characterization of UG, the latter including both task-specific and domain general
properties and principles which are operative in language, understood as a cognitive capacity.”

xii Foreword
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enlarges the connection to cognition. The cognate objects which the authors
build upon, like he sighed a large sigh implies a kind of real object that is not
there and thus begins to create effects that are the stuff of poetry. On the other
hand, John saw the ball under the car can easily mean just part of the ball, but
the transitive structure implies the whole ball.
This miniature treatment of Agent is a tiny echo of the authors’ intricate

treatment of the notion of “implicit” Theme, whose nonappearance or appear-
ance as a clitic or a pronoun shows similar semantic and pragmatic variation.
For instance, they observe this subtlety in the use of null objects, which in turn
shows adult/child variation:

If that something was a wall and someone asked you what your friend
was doing you might reply with He/she is painting Ø or He/she is

painting a wall. The null object answer is possible because the object
is of a type that can normally be painted. Such an answer would not
be expected if that were not the case, if a sofa was involved for
instance. Your answer to the person’s question would more likely be
He/she is painting a sofa than He/she is painting Ø. It turned out that
children produced overall more null objects, which we interpreted as
an indication that objects are less semantically restricted than in
adults. (p. 196)

If only typical objects are deletable, then the challenge for the child is to
determine, perhaps culturally, what is typical. This notion of typical could
have interface-specific restrictions. For instance, the idea that, where concrete
compositionality fails, as it must with idioms, no pragmatic null objects are
ever allowed. If you say John is painting my friend as an enemy and someone
asks what’s John doing?, no one, not even a child, would respond painting

without specifying the object.
Ultimately, the authors arrive at a view that favors some important traditional

ideas:

1) Categorical knowledge: in their words “many dimensions of syntax,
semantics and pragmatics intervene in the licensing and recoverabil-
ity of null elements and while their combined effect leads to the
appearance of a continuum, the contribution of each factor remains
categorical” (p. 189).

2) Weak parameters: the child must still make a deep decision on the
nature of empty categories. Despite many intervening factors, is there
a null pro object that can be referential or is null pro parametrically

Foreword xiii
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excluded? One might therefore prefer the opposite designation
“strong parameters,” which are evident to the child despite prag-
matics that seem to cloud the question.

3) Multiple grammars provide an explanation of gradient effects: if
there is a process of weighing two options, with some evidence
on each side, then the child maintains both sides of a parameter
until one “wins.” This creates the appearance of gradient effects.
I have argued for Multiple Grammars: Roeper (1999), (2016),
along with Yang (2002), Yang and Roeper (2011), Amaral and
Roeper (2014).

The book concludes with many provocative open questions. In that spirit, we
can follow its path a little further. There are at least two other domains where
the TR reveals itself. Frazier (1999) has shown in parsing studies that the
parser will seek to project an object after every verb, even an intransitive
one, as if the core form of verbs were always transitive. In addition, pro-
ductive morphology restricts newly created verbs to a transitive template,
blocking double objects, complements and particles (Carlson and Roeper
1981). For instance:

Complements

John managed the store
John managed to go downtown
*John mismanaged to go downtown

Double-objects

John outKennedyed Kennedy
*John outKennedyed me Kennedy

Particles

John rethrew the ball
*John rethrew the ball out.

This is just what one would expect if an abstract form of TR defined a mentally
real structure delivered by UG.
The difficulty of seeing how parameters interact with pragmatics, the lexicon

and clitics has led to questioning the existence of parameters (Boeckx 2011),
but Holmberg and Roberts (2014) have argued that they continue to be neces-
sary. Once again, if the surface of grammar is complicated by pragmatics and
the lexicon, then it becomes more important for a child to have an efficient

xiv Foreword
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method to make decisions, which is what a parameter provides. This book is the
perfect demonstration of that perspective.
Like a small diamond, this book reflects in many directions and should be

a model for collaboration in all of the fields it discusses.

Tom Roeper,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Foreword xv
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